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Haze plagues Chiang Mai every year 

Thailand

Myanmar
Laos

Cambodia

Vietnam
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● During the end of the dry season: 
between February and April

● Multiple point and diffused sources
- Agricultural burning 
- Forest fires
- Other sources, ie. vehicular 

emissions 
- Transboundary - smoke from 

Myanmar and Laos



What are the issues?

HealthTourismAir and Road 
Safety
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AQI* Category

0-50 Good 

51-100 Moderate

101-200 Unhealthy

201-300 Very Unhealthy

>300 Dangerous

Measuring air quality in Thailand
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AQI*: Air Quality Index
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An evidence-based approach

Source: Home of the International Citizens of Chiang Mai (ICCM), 2017. “OurChiangMai.com” 
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Industrial corn farming
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Agriculture constitutes 20% of 
Chiang Mai’s GPP
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88% of all agriculture 
is monoculture field crops 
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Corn makes up 35% of total vegetable 
exports (US$222M); 15th in the world 
in terms of export value
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5,000,000 rai of corn plantation are 
burnt each year. 
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stakeholders 
cooperation 
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Ease of 
monitoring & 
enforcement

Opportunities 
for 

interaction
Commitment 

to action



Stakeholders Roles/Priorities Resources Available Resource 
Mobilization 

Capacity
Public 
Agencies

Policy direction and 
implementation 

Funding; 
Regulation

High

Industry 
Players

Control and influence over 
supply chains;
Profit motive

Market power High

Civil Society Advocacy for policy action Garner media attention Medium
Experts Objective, scientific 

information
Evidence-based Medium

Farmers Perpetrators and victims of 
poor air quality 

Contractual obligations 
(to business)

Low

Map of stakeholders: Roles, responsibilities and resources
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Stakeholders’ position relative to status quo 

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

Industry 
Players

Environmental impact of business 
secondary to bottomline

Provide evidence-based justification, 
but limited by funding

Experts

Civil Society

Public 
Agencies

Farmers
Direct influence 

over source of haze; 
concerns with 

livelihood

Political pressures, 
domestically and 
internationally, to 
improve air quality 

standards 

Representative voice for 
victims of poor air quality

Legend: -3 (least in favour) to +3 (most in favour)
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What has Thailand tried so far? 

X

cloud 
seeding

spraying water 
on streets

60-days 
open burning ban

alternative crop 
waste disposal

educational
campaign
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Existing 
interventions are 
not sustainable… 

- Tend to be reactive in nature

- Neglect the farmers’ 
dependence on corn as a 
source of income 
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Why is it a collective action problem? 
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● Conflict between individual’s interests and group’s interests

● Individual’s interests to act selfishly 
○ Farmers - concern for livelihood
○ Businesses - profit motive

● Group’s interests to cooperate: End to haze problem 



Solving collective action problems

1. Government regulation 

2. Private ownership

3. Community mobilization
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Evaluation Criteria
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1  Maximise effectiveness

2  Maximise compliance

3  Maximise economic benefit

4  Minimise cost
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1  Open burning ban
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2  Composting
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3  Crop diversification
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4  Market intervention



Policy Option Maximise effectiveness Maximise compliance Maximise economic 
benefit for people

Minimise cost 
for government

Burning ban ★★★★★
Source of air pollution is 
eliminated

★☆☆☆☆
Enforcement is likely weak 
due to vastness of region. 

★☆☆☆☆
Farmers need to switch to 
more expensive means of 
waste disposal

★★★☆☆
High enforcement cost

Composting ★★★★★
Source of air pollution is 
eliminated 

★★☆☆☆
Farmers’ take up may be 
low due to additional cost 
and time 

★★★★☆
Long run gains can 
outweigh short-run impact 
on farmers’ income

★★☆☆☆
Cost of equipment and 
logistics (storage, 
transportation) & market 
creation

Crop 
diversification

★★★☆☆
Only effective if 
alternative crops produce 
less agricultural waste

★★★☆☆
Farmers need to be 
convinced of market 
demand

★★★☆☆
Short term uncertainty 
due to market exploration 
of new crops 

★★☆☆☆
Cost of materials (new 
seeds, fertilizers) & 
market creation

Market 
intervention

★★★☆☆
May be ineffective due to 
market failures

★★☆☆☆
Depends on enforcement 
capabilities; risk of  
informal economy

★★☆☆☆
Premium for sustainable 
corn is likely insufficient 
to recuperate alternative 
waste disposal cost. 

★★★★☆
Cost of subsidies and 
compliance for taxes

Decision Matrix
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government-assisted composting scheme
with open burning ban
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Two-pronged solution to collective action problem 
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1. Composting pilot scheme 
○ test feasibility of community driven approach
○ identify incentives that would motivate farmers to compost

2. Burning ban 
○ exerts effective deterrent effect 
○ … but high cost of monitoring is not sustainable in the long run
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Example of central composting system -
 basic aerated static pile system

Source: http://www.fao.org/docrep/007/y5104e/y5104e07.htm



Source: https://i.ytimg.com/vi/0zA15Cbs0WA/hqdefault.jpg

At 75% efficiency, each shredder can process up to 540 tons of waste
0.75 X 24 hours X 1 ton per hour X 30 

more than typical amount of waste (345 tons) generated by each village 
after each harvest
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● Start-up costs funded by government 
● Built on village common land
● Managed and maintained by local farmers
● Leveraging on community tacit knowledge and informal network
● Provide insights on feasibility of community driven approach 

Implementation plan for composting pilot
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Compost system 
$1,000

Shredder 
$3,000
Electricity

$120 annually

Transportation*
$900 annually

*Estimated based on carrying capacity of Toyota Hilux Vigo truck, village-farm distance of 5km and average waste generated by a village after each harvest (for 3 
harvests a year)
#Estimated based on average range of wages for office worker in Thailand

Full time staff#
$3,900 annually



Direct implications:
● Reduced reliance on chemical fertilizers 

→ Potential cost savings for farmers
● Sale of compost product (leverage The Royal Project Foundation) 

→ Potential revenue for farmers

Wider societal implications: 
● Decline in slash-and-burn practices 

→ Positive externalities of reduced pollution 
● Movement towards self-sufficient, sustainable farming 

→ Positive externalities of reduced pollution 

Desired outcomes: benefits >>> costs   
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Pilot provides insight to 
collective action even if it doesn’t scale
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Thank You
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